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     A note from the Editors… 

I thoroughly enjoyed working my way 

through each and every one of the 

submissions for ‘Ashes’ and my 

particularly area of interest, poetry, 

delivered variation, depth and one or 

two delightful surprises. The common 

thematic thread that was suggested 

in the submission guidelines threw up 

some darker shades of thought and 

expression. Moreover, the best of the 

bunch did what some of the very best 

poetry does – it explored the every-day, 

the familiar and sometimes even the 

mundane and made something beautiful 

from it. 

Christy Hall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is by some miracle that The City Fox proudly announces the arrival of Issue #2: Ashes. It has been a tremulous year for our 

editorial team, filled with new pressures and responsibilities which have threatened The City Fox project with abandonment. Yet 

despite the stress and deadlines and finicky details of life, the continuous support from our readers and contributors has carried 

us through the hiatus to our newest and most colourful issue. Inside Ashes, you will find the delicate charcoal illustrations of our 

resident artist Nicola Spencer, complimented by explosions of vibrant animal colour from our featured artist Laura Bennett. Our 

poetry and prose is brought to you by contributors, some old and some new, who have taken the Ashes concept to unpredictable 

and unforgettable levels. These pieces are evocative, enchanting and heart-breaking.  

We’d like to thank all of our contributors, illustrators and friends for their patience and continuous support. 

Kathy Halliday (Founding Editor) 

After the success of 'Bones' it was 

of great importance to us as a 

team to maintain the high 

standards set by our first issue 

and we hope you will be equally, 

if not more impressed by 'Ashes' 

despite the long wait. Sometime 

life does simply get in the way, 

but I hope the high quality of 

poetry, prose and artwork that fill 

this issue will be apology enough 

for the lateness of this issue. 

Enjoy! 

Evie Johnson 

 

It’s been a busy start to 2014, that’s for 

sure. The intention was not to let issue 

2 fall by the wayside, but life does get 

in the way sometimes. This year I have 

taken on the role of Chair of York 

Writers, a local writing group, and this 

has pleasantly eaten up a lot of my 

time. But let’s not get distracted from 

what is important here, and that is 

getting some amazing poetry, prose and 

art to your lovely selves. Please enjoy 

Issue 2: Ashes. I hope you’ll find it was 

worth the wait. 

Vicki Bartram 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustrations for Ashes  provided  

by Nicola Spencer  

& Laura Bennett. © 2014. 

Details of their works can be found on  

The City Fox  main site.   

http://thecityfox.wordpress.com/


The Brunton Park Fox  
Rab Ferguson 

My job is to lie curled in a ball 
A spiky little dead thing 
To hold my tongue 
As a bastard caricature of my face looms above 
Then fumbles me onto the centre spot with foam paws 
The chalked grass itching against my sides 
The crowd rises in the stands around me 
They applaud, but save their cheers for the team 
 
Yet sometimes at night 
When the moon blazes as a floodlight 
I roll a ball down the tunnel with my snout 
Them bump it forward, fast 
A red streak, twisting, turning, dribbling with four legs 
Plant my front paws in the eighteen yard line 
Curl my body and lift my back legs through the ball 
Sending it spinning up, then down 
—clipping the bar— 
into the bottom left of the net 
 
 

 

In the morning light 

The old groundsman bends and picks up the ball 

Grumbling about under 19s never cleaning up after themselves 

And I lie curled and dead in a glass case 

As I am supposed to be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Love Conquers Volcano 
Amy Christmas 

 

The first movement, momentum. 

I feel the earth ache and shift, 

 

The ait around me is full of dead words,  

misfired insults,  

misunderstood verbs. 

And so if their tongues are lava-like,  

I can blow some ash their way.  

Obscure some truth, smoke out some lies –  

       

 

No one has noticed the outline of my body in the dust.  

And no one asked me if I was willing to play this part. 

I have refused, many times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I am half-aware days before it happens, like cows lying down before rain. 

– I am a natural disaster of the most uninteresting kind. 



  pulling awkward ballet steps over coals that fall from angry mouths,   

But I can’t make myself heard over the noise of the world  

splitting  

in two. 

 

The second movement, fountain. 

I’ve got your hands holding me together  

and several love letters from Japan  

To keep me sane, 

To keep me sane,  

To keep my moons in their correct places.  

I am fighting with fire,  

 

but your lips are cool against my forehead  

and you close my eyes with yours. 

We stand like alabaster  

for what seems like all of time 

As melodrama becomes rapture becomes you becomes I.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



and you smile in that way you do when I start a sentence and don’t finish it.  

The third movement, fissure. 

I whisper to you through this new silence,  

a stillness that occurred as plates diverged.  

I tell you that I saw a piece of god  

 

The eruption is over. 

And they tell us we won’t have a summer for years.  

And that our planes will fall out of skies.  

And that the rain will burn holes in our skin. 

But I’m smiling at you in the dark.  

I’m happy.  

They forgot to ask.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Brock Hill Hag 
Erin Dodd 

 

Brock Hill Hagg is crawling  

with secrets, terrible and tainted.  

It’s ceaseless slope like that  

at world’s end.  

 

You fearful breath will be caught,  

on jagged frosted air.  

Like rain, it will foster leaves  

of bracken and wild garlic.  

 

 

The decaying marshland will  

consume you.  

Tangled roots and sediment,  

affixing to your limbs.  

 

The hounds will stalk you  

and your lonely heart, courageous  

yet unrefined.  

You are trespassing young traveller.  

This forest is mine. 

 

 

 

 



 



Not These Darker, Hidden Things  
Debra Cazalet  

 

Skipping a fanciful filigree  

enticed by bluebell chimes  

a woolly-backed bumble bee  

caught by visions of spider silk, led  

dancing through shadows in masks  

where draughts are skulking  

rattlesnake leaves whisper, whisper  

yet, she hears tambourines and the tinkle-  

tinkle of spring  

not these darker, hidden things 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

not while the mottling sun dances  

prisms of warmth from his radiant basket  

not while fairy-clocks rain all about  

in gauzy ribbons and spectra of light 

swift as a slash, lullabies of silence swallow all  

song, save the nearing cawk, cawk, giant ravens  

carrying tiny quarry in mechanical flight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

She quivers, lone violin string  

plucked and off-key, flapping  

as a haphazard butterfly  

deeper and deeper, where trees drop all pretence  

reveal a long neglected hovel, fungal pit  

no more than a dismal sham  

this deviant shape-shifting form  

pulsing secrets, heart gutted by gutted hearts  

but on faintest of breath  

she calls wild things while she may  

out of fern, over branches broken  

in every directions, a swell of fur and flashing eye  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

carry her lovely bones  

to the applause of the leaves and  

time  

ticking  

backwards  

To her primrose beginnings  

To a whoolly-backed bee looping, looping  

To filigree chimes of bluebells skipping  

To the faintest sound of faerie song.  

 

  

 

 



 



Leader of the Pack  
Kierstin Bridger  

 

It’s 1am and the blue light of harvest moon  

settles on the valley, only distant barks  

and the crack of dried wood after so many days of rain.  

I am alone with ashes on my tongue  

and one alert dog by my side.  

Earlier this evening we toasted  

to another 39th year, the second of its kind,  

the birthday of a friend  

champagne and chocolate cake.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A baby was passed around and we all kissed  

her forehead, her sweet fragrant skin.  

Happiness fades. It wells up like bubbles and bursts.  

Loneliness seems constant even with this dog  

who follows me to bed. He’s exclusive, I suppose.  

He doesn’t care about the battles I wage against myself,  

he says nothing. He doesn’t drink or boast.  

It would be simple to say the simple life is best.  

Keeping up seems absurd until you get the upgrade,  

 

 

 



the better hotel, the tickets to Rome,  

the car built like a Swiss tank until  

the need to look together supersedes  

the ripped jeans I wore in my youth,  

the cut of my dress once daring  

now appears desperate.  

I feel like Thomas Mann at most parties,  

clown makeup breaking with perspiration,  

lipstain bleeding fine webs around my mouth.  

I still get wolf calls I suppose,  

if I sit long enough in the coop air,  

tap the pack, slide another slender cigarette,  

choose it, special, from the others.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



The Skull Frog 
Susan Elliot 

 

It was a strange coming, from puddle and pond,  

canal, culvert, riverbank, reed beds, marsh.  

Such a damp place. We had mated in spring:  

a fine performance, yielding good crop.  

Then in autumn our glistening army  

came leap-frogging over cobble,  

down alley and broadwalk  

past the ghosts of senators.  

It seemed exactly right, what was required;  

tailor-made for winter sleep. We ignored  

the jumble of criss-crossed limbs, the rib cages  

of large men tossed light on earthwork.  

Instead we chose skulls picked clean,  

washed white by northern rain,  

the portcullis of teeth offering  

fine fortress. 

 

 

 

I purred croaking, trying to find her,  

the orange of her belly, red eyes, level slits,  

olive grey of her skin, then leapt inside  

where I thought the echoes would reach,  

be familiar. It was warm, moist with the mud-bed.  

A few intruders didn’t stand a chance:  

out shot sticky my long tongue.  

I slurped a few worms 

that had lunged through eye sockets,  

the absent nose. Spiders were caught prying  

through his missing spine. I waited.  

She did not come. Later I heard crows  

screaming black and low from turrets and parapet,  

spiking throats, tearing legs, splitting heads and spilling  

the cold blood of veins. I could only speculate  

on her fate.  

 



At morning I had what you might call  

a secret view of men digging. It went on  

for weeks, disturbing precious slumber,  

until eventually the season’s trance overtook.  

The next thing I knew, both me and the man,  

or what was left of him, were hurled skywards.  

I saw clouds. Then before I could jump, we were there  

in the trench.  

It was raining: mud, stones, bones, screaming frogs.  

I held my peace, knowing we could survive.  

It happened before, when the riverbank  

collapsed after flood. But this time we were  

properly sealed in. Now you have found me:  

my tiny feet, the white needles and pins of my fingers,  

my perfect shell still intact, within his. As you touch me  

I crumble into dust.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recently during excavations for the installation of a lift at 

one corner of York Minster, workmen came upon the 

skulls of Vikings and Saxons inside of which the tiny 

bones of frogs were found. They had been buried alive 

during renovations centuries earlier.  



 



Abigail 
Fran Slater 

 

Laura runs her foot along the wet ashes, leaving one 

long boot print that looks like the trample of many. 

She wonders if the others will come. The woods they 

spent their childhood in, the treehouse where it 

happened, burnt to the ground, washing away in the 

rain.  

            She’d seen it on the local paper’s website, 

which she checked every night from her house at the 

other side of the country. She recognised the path, 

the church spire in the background. Everything in 

the middle in flames.  

            Stood where the treehouse would’ve been, 

she tightens the strings of her hood. Lifts her dark 

glasses. Bends down, kisses the palm of her hand, 

then holds that same palm to the floor. When she 

closes her eyes she sees Ben, Marcus, Toby, Abigail.  

            Abigail.  

            The last she heard of any of them was when 

Ben got out of prison. A full page in the paper about 

the night in the treehouse, fifteen years ago and still 

they wouldn’t let it go. Ben took the brunt of the 

blame in the media, became the face of the crime, 

with his dyed hair and piercings, the fact that he was 

older than the others. When Toby got out it was 

barely mentioned.  

            She sets off through the woods, past the old 

campsite. Now just a field with a few charred 

patches where the gypsies used to cook. They’d been 

the first to get the blame. Past the field she takes the 

footpath, the first place Marcus held her hand, and 

she feels something like the tingle that she felt that 

day shake her spine and she smiles. She stops when 

her foot touches the pavement. Looks one way and 

then the other. Nobody about, nobody to recognise 

her.  



            It’s Marcus that she thinks of. Marcus and 

Abigail. In her flat, with only her ginger tomcat for 

company, she thinks of Marcus holding her against 

their tree, sliding his hand under her jumper and 

along her stomach for the first time. Or she thinks of 

Abigail. How they’d held hands in the playground on 

their first day of primary school. How they’d written 

a journal together and buried it somewhere, among 

that patch of land that was now just sodden ash. 

How Abigail had trusted her.  

            Trusted her with her god damn life.  

            She steps into a café, starving, hasn’t eaten 

since breakfast, before the bumpy bus ride down. 

Once she's sure she doesn't know the man behind 

the counter she takes off her glasses. 

            “What can I get you?” he asks, scratching a 

white patch in his red beard.  

            “I’ll get the ham and eggs.” 

            He tightens his apron strings. “You here 

about the fire? You’re not a journalist are you?” 

            Laura lowers her hood and leans her elbows 

on the counter. “No. Just saw the ashes from the 

road, thought I’d check it out. What happened?” 

            “Arson. They reckon. Cursed, those woods. 

Probably somebody burnt ‘em down to get rid of 

ghosts. Don’t blame 'em either.” 

            He reaches for a box of eggs, takes two with 

him as he moves towards the kitchen.  

            “Sit down love,” he says, smiling. “I’ll bring it 

to you.” 

            Laura does as she's told. She picks up a local 

paper, sees the same picture she saw on the website, 

only bigger, grainier, more like what it would’ve been 

to stand there, watching their childhood, their 

teenage years, the things they’d done that night, 

watching them burn to the ground.  

            She wonders if the others will come. 

            After the ham and eggs she watches out the 

window as the rain goes from a drizzle, to a 



downpour, back to a drizzle, to nothing again. She 

sips tea. 

              As she stands to leave a man walks by 

outside, presses his face to the glass. Her heart taps a 

tune in her chest. She runs out the door. 

            “Marcus,” she shouts. “Marcus it’s me.” 

            The man turns to her and she sees that he 

isn't a man at all. A boy. Someone roughly fifteen 

years younger than her. Someone like Marcus back 

when she’d have done absolutely anything he asked 

her to. 

            Back when she did just that.  

 

           

    

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Afterword  
Siobhan Waters 

 

Today I burned your letters,  

retrieved the torn scraps from  

the paper basket, assembled  

them in the ash tray,  

struck the match,  

watched friction turn  

phosphorous to light and heat.  

They smoked, curled and blackened  

without sense of ceremony.  

Tomorrow I shall scatter you  

in the woods, I shall let what  

remains go and cast  

you out into the clearing  

where last autumn we  

guiltily buried the sparrow  

the cat brought home.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


